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learntravelexperience
There’s no place you can learn a language as fast and as efficiently as in the country whose language 
you want to acquire. There, you live and breathe the language outside the classroom, as well, and the 
daily life offers numerous opportunities to practice what you have learned. However, a trip abroad can 
also be intimidating especially for beginners and young students. Therefore, the multilingual team of Carlos 
V Language School makes you feel at home while being completely immersed in the Spanish culture. We 
offer totally organized language stays and Spanish courses for all levels. The courses are suitable to prepare 
an exam, a trip or a semester abroad, to improve job prospects, to finish a Spanish course taken in your 
country or as an alternative to the classic leisure holiday. Discover how you can spend an unforgettable 
language holiday in the   Carlos V Language School.
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spanish 
language
There are many good 
reasons to study Spanish
There are many good reasons to study Spanish. It is a 
homogeneous and geographically compact language: 
most Spanish-speaking countries occupy contiguous 
territories. The Hispanic territory provides a very high 
index of communicativeness and Spanish is the official 
language in 21 countries. It is a language in expansion 
and the language of an international culture.

Perhaps these are the reasons why the Spanish ranks 
fourth in the institutional field of the European Union and 
third in the system of United Nations. In fact, a weighted 
analysis of indicators associated with a language such 
as its number of speakers, the Human Development 
Index (HDI) of the population that uses it, the number of 
countries where it is spoken and the exports they perform, 
translations and official or unofficial status at the UN, 
places Spanish as the second most important language 
in the international field.
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carlos v
language school 

EXPERIENCE

CERTIFICATION 
AND QUALITY 

CONTROL

MULTILINGUAL 
TEAM

CLOSENESS

Anyone can offer language courses.
We offer more:

The Carlos V Language School offers its students an effective and 
entertaining methodology to learn Spanish. Always attentive to our 
students’ needs, we offer personalized service to make your stay in 
Spain as pleasant as possible, so that your academic progress is quick 
and effective. 

At 10 minutes from the city centre of Seville and next to the Triana 
neighborhood, the school is located in a non-touristic, residential, but 
very well connected area.  The school is close to all types of transport 
services, leisure, culture, restaurants, sport clubs, shops, etc ...

You can customize your stay in the Carlos V Language 
School 100% to suit your needs
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 Our school is equipped with:

• A reception where we attend our students and 
provide information about the cultural and leisure 
activities that we organize and recommendations to 
enjoy your stay in Seville.

• Library and lending service (books, movies, 
magazines).

• Activity room 

• Wifi for our students and audiovisual equipment in 
every classroom.

• Language Exchange for students who want to 
practice with other students
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•	 The friendly and open character of the Sevillanos and the 
attractive touristic and gastronomic offer.

• Seville was declared UNESCO world heritage and is one of 
the most beautiful and ancient cities of Spain. A long list of 
impressive monuments, parks and events are waiting to be 
discovered by you.

• Seville presents a much more economical touristic and 
gastronomic offer than other Spanish cities such as Barcelona 
and Madrid.

• Our excellent climate with over 300 days of sunshine per 
year and an average temperatureof 18 degrees.

• Seville is well connected by road and train. In addition to its 
own international airport, it is close to the low cost airports 
Jerez de la Frontera and Malaga.

•	 Located in the heart of Andalusia, Seville is very close to 
some of the most beautiful destinations and cities in Spain, 
including the Costa del Sol, Malaga, Cordoba, Granada 
and Cadiz. It’s also connected to Madrid by high speed 
train.

We believe that the scent of orange blossoms and the intense 
blue sky stimulate the brain and are the true secret to our 
success. But there are more reasons to choose the Andalusian 
capital for a Spanish course:

seville
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I recently started going to the Carlos V Language School and 
I really like it. I like that we are few students in class and make 
better use of the time. I also like that my teacher is a native 
speaker and she only speaks in her language with us. I chose 
the Carlos V Language School because of recommendations 
from friends who are studying English there and liked it a 
lot. The facilities are nice, everything is new and there are 
computers in the classroom. The team seems very qualified 
and everybody’s very friendly, both at the reception and in the 
classroom (teacher). I recommend the school, because there 
is a good study environment where you learn with interesting 
activities that stimulate the learning process.

I chose the Carlos V Language School because I was attracted 
by its location, its connection and its new facilities with modern 
and very bright classrooms. But the most important reason to 
choose this school is the team of professionals. They conveyed 
reliability from the beginning and gave me the feeling that 
they can offer good quality classes. After the first class, I was 
thrilled. My teacher is very friendly and the atmosphere in 
class is pleasant and cheerful. The course covers all aspects 
such as vocabulary, grammar, listening comprehension and 
reading. In my view, Carlos V Language School is a highly 
recommendable school.

Julia Figliuolo

Qiaodi Mu
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thecourses Our courses are structured 
by levels and weeks

You can join in any week and stay as many weeks 
as you want.

Every Monday of the year, a new Spanish course 
starts, unless indicated otherwise. When Monday is 
a holiday, courses start on Tuesday.
              
Course schedule:
20 hours from Monday to Friday from 9.00 to 13.00 
(40 min break). The sessions are 50 min. They 
include grammar, vocabulary, writing, speaking, 
and listening and reading comprehension.

‘PLUS’ Classes of 1 or 2 optional additional hours:
Preparation for the official exam, phonetics, 
grammar, conversation. Class time: 14.00-16.00 h.

One to One Classes:
Price 20 € / hour.
Class time: 16.00 to 17.00.

Activities:
Every day from 17:00 h, a variety of activities take 
place. Cultural visits, walks in areas of interest, 
entertainment, cuisine and language exchange 
will complete your learning.

COUrSES ON 
DEmAND
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20 hours / week. Daily classes scheduled from 9-13h. The 
course duration depends on the chosen level. You can 
enroll in any week of the course.

For even deeper learning, we give you the option of 
adding one or two daily hours to the standard course.

Private classes that can be added to the intensive or 
super-intensive course.

Adding 10 hours per week in the afternoons, you can 
participate in specific classes to prepare DELE exams or 
other official exams with a similar format.

Intensive course to take advantage of the holiday period 
to learn a new language or improve your knowledge 
of it while at the same time enjoying the leisure and 
tourism opportunities offered by the city and the region 
in summer.

For young people who come to Spain as au-pairs, this 
course is adapted to the times and needs of au pairs 
and combines the basic language course with specific 
vocabulary and communicative situations related to 
child care.

Combines the language course you choose with 
Flamenco classes for a comprehensive experience of 
Spanish culture.

Intensive linguistic stay of one or two weeks with up to 
7 hours of class a day. Extensive program of language 
and cultural immersion, conversation classes and use 
of language workshops for professionals with specific 
needs, subsidized training, etc.bildungsurlaub
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fastefficient
professional

Employees in Germany can request up to 5 days 
of paid leave to further their education. However, 
only 2% make use of this opportunity. In other 
countries, as well, aids or company training courses 
can be requested.

If you book early enough, we can help you find out 
about possible aids for your Spanish course.

Our team can counsel you and your company 
about the possibilities of professional courses as well 
as other subsidies that exist for language training in 
your country.

fULLy CUSTOmizED 
COUrSES
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Learning or improving the Spanish language constitutes an 
added value in your professional profile, especially if you 
work with clients or foreign partners, if you work in multicultural 
environments or if your work requires you to travel. Your 
company will value your knowledge of Spanish because you 
can use it in your job.

Our professional courses are specially designed to meet the 
requirements of this type of training and address issues and 
skills related to working life. In intensive courses of one or two 
weeks, you will have at least 6 hours of class each day, plus 
communicative and intercultural training. The leisure activities 
program is also designed for a higher immersion in the Spanish 
culture and language. At the same time, a multilingual team 
ensures the smooth organization of your stay.

Writing
professional

e-mails and letters

Writing a
blog post

Business
etiquette and 

greetings

Online language 
and communication 

strategies

Creating a marketing 
campaign

Preparing and
delivering a 

presentation

Creative review of 
a work of art or an 
event: Recording 

a video, interview, 
collage, role play, …

The courses are offered at different levels. In the end, you get 
a certificate of achievement, and you have the possibility to 
certify your Spanish skills with an official certificate in several 
examination sessions throughout the year.

Improve	your	professional	profile	with	a	Spanish	course	in	Seville

time
9:00 - 10:00
10:00 - 11:00
11:00 - 12:00
12:00 - 13:00
14:00 - 15:00
15:00 - 17:00
tarde

review
grammar and exercises
listening and reading comprehension
oral and written expression
“coffee”: Informal conversation
workshops (spanish in use)
cultural activity

activity

workshops
spanish in use
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activitiesactivities
Every week, the Carlos V Language School organizes a varied 
program of activities to get to know not only the Spanish language, 
but also the city of Seville and the Spanish culture

• Cultural activities: There’s no shortage of monuments of interest and cultural sites in Seville. We will visit, amongst 
others, the Royal Palace, the cathedral, several museums, and the archaeological site of the Roman city Itálica.

• Guidad tours: Seville is full of places to discover, each neighborhood is worth a visit. Therefore, we organize walks 
through Triana, the Maria Luisa Park, the Plaza de España, the Barrio Santa Cruz, several churches and the brewery.

• Show activities: Seville also has an extensive artistic offer. We take you to see Flamenco shows, concerts, movies, 
sporting events and the most spectacular theater performances.

• Gastronomic activities: We also treat you to tapas routes, produce markets, wine tastings and cooking classes.

• Exchange activities: At the end of the week, all students of the school come together to meet Spanish and 
international students and practice their languages.

tourism
beach

sun
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telc
examination
center

Knowing foreign languages has become a key skill in the globalized world. 
With a certificate from the international certification centre TELC (The 
European Language Certificates), you can certify your knowledge of ten 
different languages at all levels of the Common European Framework of 
Reference (CEFR).

The Carlos V Language School is an official TELC examination centre. The 
exams are of highest quality and are recognized at over 50 universities in 
Germany, Austria, Switzerland and throughout Europe, as well as by many 
authorities and companies. The evaluation system is transparent and 
internationally recognized because it is based on the CEFR. The exam tasks 
are authentic and practical and the evaluation is fast and reliable.

• After completing our Spanish courses, you have the option of sitting the 
B1 and B2 exam comfortably right at our school and obtain an official 
certificate which is internationally recognized by universities, authorities 
and public organisms.

• The validity of the Certificate is indefinite, and it certifies your level in any 
country.

• There are several exam sessions each year.

• The TELC examination consists of two parts. An oral examination 
lasting about 15 minutes and a written part which includes listening 
comprehension. This part takes about an hour.

• The exam is taken in our facilities.
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At Carlos V Language School we offer a wide range 
of accommodation both with native host families and 
in student residences and apartments with shared or 
single rooms
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accommodationseville
With a Spanish family:
You have the great advantage that you obligatorily speak 
Spanish throughout the duration of your stay in the house, 
besides being immersed in the culture and traditions of 
a local family. A unique experience to get to know how a 
Spanish family lives, talks and feels.

In an apartment:
The main benefit is the freedom to organize your own 
schedules with your roommate, who keeps you company 
and makes your stay cheaper.

In a student residence:
In a student residence: The cost is slightly higher, but if you 
want to maintain your privacy, this is your ideal choice. You 
don’t depend on anyone’s timetable and can organize your 
stay as you wish.

In a hotel:
The school maintains agreements and special rates with 
nearby hotels in order to offer our students the best possible 
conditions.
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Cathedral of Sevilla1 Maestranza Theatre8 Cabildo Square15 Triana District22

Real Alcázar Palace2 Gold Tower9 Carriage museum16 Flamenco Academy23

Gardens of the Alcázar3 Bullring10 Triana bridge17 Maria Luisa Park24

Indian Archives4 University11 Triana Market18 Santa Cruz Neighborhood25

Town Hall5 Exposition building12 Sailors’ chapel19

Salvador Church6 “Queen’s sewing box”13 Santa Ana Church20

Royal Shipyard7 Plaza de España14 “La Anselma” Flamenco21

seville
25 sites

Everything 15 min walking distance from the school
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seville
parque nacional

de doñana

grazalema

sierra
nevada

granada

madrid

toledo

faro

lisboa

málaga

spain
portugal

córdoba

cities worth visiting

carretera

cádiz:
beach and city
123 km
visit:
jeréz,
sierra de grazalema
tarifa
zahara de los atunes
conil

málaga:
beach and city
206 kms. 
visit:
marbella
puerto banús
costa del sol
mijas
ronda

córdoba:
city
140 kms. 
visit:
mezquita
catedral
posadas
sierra morena
cruces de mayo

granada:
city and mountains
248 kms. 
visit:
la alhambra
el albaicín
las alpujarras
sierra nevada
parque de las ciencias

madrid:
city
534 kms. 
visit:
gran vía
el retiro
parque warner
toledo
museo del prado

faro:
beach
200 kms. 
visit:
catedral de faro
el algarve
sagres
cabo de san vicente
albufeira

tren aeropuertos

natural landscapes mountain range

cádiz

ELE/Uk/V2
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LOCATiON
Our school in Seville is in the Los Remedios neighborhood, only 10 minutes walking distance from the city centre. It’s a 
privileged location from which one can discover the south of the Iberian Peninsula thanks to the great connections 
to all means of transport.




